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The climate crisis and the increasing temperature of the earth have highlighted the
need to reduce carbon emissions in supply chains, which has gradually become a
global consensus. The focus has often been on traditional carbon emission
industries, such as energy and transportation, while the pharmaceutical
industry has received little attention. This paper, therefore, aims to fill that
research gap by exploring the carbon emission reduction mechanisms of the
pharmaceutical supply chain, specifically the role of public participation. We
constructed a quadrilateral evolutionary game model, based on evolutionary
game theory, consisting of local government, pharmaceutical manufacturers,
wastewater treatment plants, and the public. By finding the equilibrium point
of the system of replicator dynamics, evolutionary stable strategies are obtained.
Our numerical simulation shows the impacts of the principal strategy change and
the key variables. This paper also identifies some management implications: 1)
When local governments implement a combination policy (carbon subsidies and
carbon tax policy), the key is to formulate a subsidy level satisfactory to the four
parties. If the subsidy level is in the middle level, the four parties are at their most
willing to participate in carbon emission reduction. 2) When local governments
implement a single policy (carbon tax policy), the carbon tax rate becomes the key
variable. A high level of carbon tax accelerates carbon emission reduction in the
pharmaceutical supply chain. 3) No matter what policies local governments
implement, the free-rider effect between pharmaceutical manufacturers and
wastewater treatment plants always hinders their low-carbon decisions. 4)
Public reporting is an effective measure for promoting carbon emission
reduction in the pharmaceutical supply chain. When local governments
implement a combination policy, it can reduce the cost of reporting and
improve the willingness of the public to report. Finally, we put forward
suggestions for rationalizing carbon emission reduction.
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1 Introduction

With the rapid development of the global economy, climate
change has also increased, posing a huge challenge to the
sustainability of human society. As the main man-made
greenhouse gas, carbon dioxide accounts for up to 66% of global
emissions (Hassiba and Linke, 2017). Therefore, the key to
controlling global warming is to urgently promote carbon
emission reduction. For this reason, carbon emission reduction
continues to attract great attention from the international
community and national governments.

In 1972, governments around the world held the United Nations
Conference on the Human Environment, the UN’s first major
conference on the issue of environmental protection. Twenty
years later, at the United Nations Conference on Environment
and Development, global warming was established as one of the
three major global environmental issues. In 1997, the Kyoto
Agreement was signed. During this period, the European
Commission launched the European Climate Change Programme
(ECCP) and introduced a market mechanism for carbon emissions
management in 2005. In 2009, a global agreement on emission
reductions for 2012–2020 was negotiated at the Copenhagen World
Climate Conference. As the largest developing and developed
countries in the world, China and the United States issued a
joint statement on climate change in 2014.

China has announced plans to reduce carbon dioxide emissions
by 2030 and will strive to achieve that goal ahead of schedule. The
United States plans to reduce 2005-level emissions by 26%–28% by
2025. In 2015, representatives from 195 countries ratified the Paris
Agreement, a landmark agreement to combat climate change. In
2021, China formally proposed carbon neutrality and carbon peak
emission reduction targets, which clearly set out the specific
implementation path for China’s carbon emission reduction in
the next 10–40 years. The series of international negotiation
meetings and the carbon emission practices of various countries
have demonstrated the determination of countries to reduce carbon
emissions.

However, the focus of carbon emission reduction is still the
energy, construction, and transport industries, such as coal, steel,
building materials, and trucking (de Oliveira et al., 2018). Carbon
emission reduction in the healthcare industry, especially the
pharmaceutical manufacturing industry, has received little
attention from academia and business. As a result, related
research is limited. This could mislead people into thinking that
the healthcare industry is a relatively green industry and that carbon
emission reduction is insignificant.

In fact, the U.S. healthcare sector contributed a total of
5.46 million tons of carbon dioxide in 2007, accounting for 8% of
the estimated total U.S. greenhouse gases during the same period
(Chung and Meltzer, 2009). Among industries in this sector, the
hospital and prescription drug industries rank as the top two
greenhouse gas contributors (39% and 14%, respectively).
Another strong piece of evidence is the 2014 report on carbon
footprints by the Sustainable Development Commission of the
United Kingdom’s National Health Sector. This report puts the
total carbon dioxide footprint of the NHS, public health, and social
care systems in the UK at 3,200 tonnes, accounting for 38% of public
sector emissions. However, the largest contributor is still the

pharmaceutical manufacturing industry, representing 16%. In
China, the pharmaceutical manufacturing industry is also the
largest source of carbon emissions in the medical industry,
accounting for more than half (55%). A quarter of the carbon
emissions of the pharmaceutical industry come from the
cultivation and breeding of raw materials (Wu, 2019). The
limited research strongly suggests that the healthcare industry
should be an important area of carbon reduction and that the
pharmaceutical manufacturing industry could be, especially,
significant for emission reduction.

Clearly, the healthcare sector should bear some responsibility for
reducing carbon emissions. From the perspective of the supply
chain, the healthcare sector can take a variety of approaches to
reduce emissions (Ding, 2018). Pharmaceutical manufacturers can
reduce carbon emissions by achieving ISO140000 certification,
innovating drug production processes, and innovating drug
formulations (Li and Hamblin, 2016). To reduce carbon
emissions in wastewater treatment plants, there is potential for
green chemistry technologies and smart technologies for the
water and energy nexus (Chai, 2015; Guo et al., 2019). Green
procurement and reasonable prescription are significant means
for pharmaceutical retailers, such as medical institutions and
pharmacies, to reduce the carbon emissions of pharmaceutical
suppliers and patients (Green et al., 2012; Xie and Breen, 2012; Ji
et al., 2015). Pharmaceutical logistics providers can increase the
proportion of alternative energy vehicles in their fleets.

However, given that companies usually have a business goal of
maximizing profits, it is unrealistic to expect them to take the
initiative and bear the cost of carbon emission reduction,
especially in the pharmaceutical industry where there is high risk,
high investment, and a long period from development to profit.
Patients also need to be encouraged and motivated to prefer green
drugs (Chen and Hu, 2020). Therefore, there is both a theoretical
and a practical imperative in exploring a reasonable incentive
mechanism for carbon emission reduction in the pharmaceutical
supply chain.

At present, many national governments have successively
introduced various carbon emission reduction policies (Zhou
et al., 2021), such as carbon taxes, carbon subsidies, carbon
trading, carbon quotas, carbon caps, and eco-friendly low-carbon
technology standards. The most popular of these is a carbon tax
policy, which is directly related to carbon emissions or the carbon
content of fossil fuels (Waltho et al., 2019). Compared with the other
four types of policies, carbon taxes do not require the design of
complex market products and trading rules, which helps to maintain
low administrative and operational costs (US Republican idea for tax
on carbon makes climate sense, 2017; Singh et al., 2018; Parker et al.,
2019).

Our paper, therefore, attempts to explore the carbon emission
reduction subsidy mechanism of the pharmaceutical supply chain
under the carbon tax policy. Based on evolutionary game theory, we
can clearly analyze the impact of the subsidy mechanism on the
emission reduction strategies of game subjects. Specifically, this
paper addresses the following problems.

1) To promote carbon emission reduction in the pharmaceutical
supply chain, what kind of carbon tax should local governments
formulate? A high-carbon tax or a low-carbon subsidy?
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TABLE 1 Setting and meaning of main parameters.

Parameter Description

Cg1 The cost of environmental governance paid by the local government when PMs adopt low-carbon production, and WWTPs adopt low-carbon
treatment

Cg2 The cost of environmental governance paid by the local government when PMs adopt low-carbon production, and WWTPs adopt high-carbon
treatment

Cg3 The cost of environmental governance paid by the local government when PMs adopt high-carbon production, and WWTPs adopt low-carbon
treatment

Cg4 The cost of environmental governance paid by the local government when PMs adopt high-carbon production, andWWTPs adopt high-carbon
treatment

Sg1 The value of government’s reputation when PMs adopt low-carbon production, and WWTPs adopt low-carbon treatment

Sg2 The value of government’s reputation when PMs adopt low-carbon production, and WWTPs adopt high-carbon treatment

Sg3 The value of government’s reputation when PMs adopt high-carbon production, and WWTPs adopt low-carbon treatment

Sg4 The value of government’s social reputation when PMs adopt high-carbon production, and WWTPs adopt high-carbon treatment

α1 The subsidy coefficient for PMs adopting low-carbon production

α2 The subsidy coefficient for low-carbon treatment of WWTPs

r The subsidy amount for public’s reporting excessive carbon emissions of PMs and WWTPs

θ The carbon tax rate

x The probability of government implementing carbon subsidies and carbon tax policy

Im The investment cost of low-carbon production technology

Cm1 The production costs when adopting low-carbon production

Cm2 The production costs when adopting high-carbon production

Rm1 The market revenue when adopting low-carbon production

Rm2 The market revenue when adopting high-carbon production

Qm1 The carbon emissions when adopting low-carbon production

Qm2 The carbon emissions when adopting high-carbon production

y The probability of low-carbon production

Iw The investment cost of low-carbon treatment technology

Cw1 The disposal cost when adopting low-carbon treatment

Cw2 The disposal cost when adopting high-carbon treatment

Rw1 The market revenue when adopting low-carbon treatment

Rw2 The market revenue when adopting high-carbon treatment

Qw1 The carbon emissions when adopting low-carbon treatment

Qw2 The carbon emissions when adopting high-carbon treatment

β The coefficient of the free-rider effect on wastewater treatment costs when PMs adopt low-carbon production

z The probability of low-carbon treatment

Cp The cost of the public to report excessive carbon emissions of PMs and WWTPs

Up1 The environmental utility to the public when PMs adopt low-carbon production, and WWTPs adopt low-carbon treatment

Up2 The environmental utility to the public when PMs adopt low-carbon production, and WWTPs adopt high-carbon treatment

Up3 The environmental utility to the public when PMs adopt high-carbon production, and WWTPs adopt low-carbon treatment

Up4 The environmental utility to the public when PMs adopt high-carbon production, and WWTPs adopt high-carbon treatment

w The probability of the public reporting excessive carbon emissions of PMs and WWTPs
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2) Do local governments need to implement specific low-carbon
subsidy policies if a carbon tax increases the cost pressure on
pharmaceutical supply chains? If necessary, it is particularly
critical to design a low-carbon subsidy mechanism.

3) When local governments only adopt a carbon tax, will
pharmaceutical manufacturers and wastewater treatment
plants adopt a low-carbon technology strategy, and what are
the factors that affect their decision-making? When adopting a
combination of policies (carbon subsidies and carbon taxes),
what are the changes in their behavioral strategies?

To answer these questions, we constructed a quadrilateral
evolutionary game model consisting of local governments,
pharmaceutical manufacturers (PMs), wastewater treatment
plants (WWTPs), and the public. Using this model, we explain
the impact of local government emission reduction policies on the
behavioral strategies of the players and determine whether players
adopt a low-carbon strategy in the face of different policy situations.

The remainder of the article is structured as follows. In Section 2,
we classify and summarize the literature in the fields of
pharmaceutical supply and carbon emission policy. In Section 3,
we describe the problems and present the basic assumptions of the
model, including the model’s parameters and variables and
construct a multi-party evolutionary game model. Section 4
analyzes the stability of each equilibrium point and determines
the evolutionary stability strategy (ESS) for the different local
government emission reduction policies. Section 5 provides
simulation experiments to verify the ESS. Finally, in Section 6,
we summarize our work and set out the conclusions.

2 Literature review

There has been extensive research into carbon emission
reduction mechanisms. In the existing literature, we found four

streams of research that closely relate to our study: 1) the impact of
carbon taxes on enterprise decision making; 2) carbon emission
reduction strategies in the pharmaceutical supply chain; 3) the effect
of government low-carbon subsidies on enterprise carbon reduction;
and 4) the application of evolutionary game theory.

2.1 Influences of carbon tax on enterprise
decision-making

Carbon emissions from supply chain activities have become a
major concern. For this reason, governments have introduced
carbon tax policies for energy conservation and emission
reduction. In this context, the impact of carbon taxes on
corporate operational decisions has become an important topic.
Brandenburg et al. (2014), for example, reviewed a large number of
papers in the field of sustainable supply chain management and
established a basic model of supply chain decision-making in the
context of carbon emissions. This laid the foundation for future
supply chain research around carbon taxation.

In terms of pricing decisions, Wang et al. (2017) studied the
relationship between carbon tax policy and business operations by
establishing two decision-making models, centralized and
decentralized. The results showed wholesale and retail prices
increased with carbon tax increases, regardless of the decision-
making situation. Meng et al. (2018) took production volume,
wholesale price, and carbon tax rate as endogenous or exogenous
variables and studied the self-made and outsourcing decision-
making of manufacturers. The study showed that different
government carbon tax rates brought about a marginal
environmental cost and marginal profit for enterprises. Han and
Yan (2021) examined the effects on carbon reductions of online
consumer reviews, finding that when there were fewer primary
consumers, reviews had little impact on manufacturers’ and
remanufacturers’ pricing decisions. In terms of low-carbon

FIGURE 1
Four-party evolutionary game structure relationship.
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TABLE 2 Quadrilateral game payoff matrix of the pharmaceutical supply chain.

Strategy selection WWTPs Local government

Implementing carbon subsidies and carbon tax policy (x) Implementing carbon tax policy (1 − x)

The public

Report (w) Non-report (1 − w) Report (w) Non-report (1 − w)

PMs Low-carbon
production (y)

Low-carbon
treatment (z)

M1 � Rm1 − Cm1 − 1 − α1( )Im − θQm1

W1 � Rw1 − βCw1 − 1 − α2( )Iw − θQw1

P1 � Up1 − Cp + r
G1 � Sg1 + θ Qm1 + Qw1( ) − α1Im − α2Iw − r − Cg1

M2 � Rm1 − Cm1 − 1 − α1( )Im − θQm1

W2 � Rw1 − βCw1 − 1 − α2( )Iw − θQw1

P2 � Up1

G2 � Sg1 + θ Qm1 + Qw1( ) − α1Im − α2Iw − Cg1

M3 � Rm1 − Cm1 − Im − θQm1

W3 � Rw1 − βCw1 − Iw − θQw1

P3 � Up1 − Cp

G3 � Sg1 + θ Qm1 + Qw1( ) − Cg1

M4 � Rm1 − Cm1 − Im − θQm1

W4 � Rw1 − βCw1 − Iw − θQw1

P4 � Up1

G4 � Sg1 + θ Qm1 + Qw1( ) − Cg1

High-carbon
treatment (1 − z)

M5 � Rm1 − Cm1 − 1 − α1( )Im − θQm1

W5 � Rw2 − βCw2 − θQw2 − P − Cw3

P5 � Up2 + r − Cp

G5 � P + Sg2 + θ Qm1 + Qw2( ) − α1Im − r − Cg2

M6 � Rm1 − Cm1 − 1 − α1( )Im − θQm1

W6 � Rw2 − βCw2 − θQw2

P6 � Up2

G6 � Sg2 + θ Qm1 + Qw2( ) − α1Im − Cg2

M7 � Rm1 − Cm1 − Im − θQm1

W7 � Rw2 − βCw2 − θQw2 − Cw3

P7 � Up2 − Cp

G7 � Sg2 + θ Qm1 + Qw2( ) − Cg2

M8 � Rm1 − Cm1 − Im − θQm1

W8 � Rw2 − βCw2 − θQw2

P8 � Up2

G8 � Sg2 + θ Qm1 + Qw2( ) − Cg2

High-carbon
production
(1 − y)

Low-carbon
treatment (z)

M9 � Rm2 − Cm2 − θQm2 − P − Cm3

W9 � Rw1 − Cw1 − 1 − α2( )Iw − θQw1

P9 � Up3 + r − Cp

G9 � P + Sg3 + θ Qm2 + Qw1( ) − α2Iw − r − Cg3

M10 � Rm2 − Cm2 − θQm2

W10 � Rw1 − Cw1 − 1 − α2( )Iw − θQw1

P10 � Up3

G10 � Sg3 + θ Qm2 + Qw1( ) − α2Iw − Cg3

M11 � Rm2 − Cm2 − θQm2 − Cm3

W11 � Rw1 − Cw1 − Iw − θQw1

P11 � Up3 − Cp

G11 � Sg3 + θ Qm2 + Qw1( ) − Cg3

M12 � Rm2 − Cm2 − θQm2

W12 � Rw1 − Cw1 − Iw − θQw1

P12 � Up3

G12 � Sg3 + θ Qm2 + Qw1( ) − Cg3

High-carbon
treatment (1 − z)

M13 � Rm2 − Cm2 − θQm2 − P − Cm3

W13 � Rw2 − Cw2 − θQw2 − P − Cw3

P13 � Up4 + r − Cp

G13 � 2P + Sg4 + θ Qm2 + Qw2( ) − r − Cg4

M14 � Rm2 − Cm2 − θQm2

W14 � Rw2 − Cw2 − θQw2

P14 � Up4

G14 � Sg4 + θ Qm2 + Qw2( ) − Cg4

M15 � Rm2 − Cm2 − θQm2 − Cm3

W15 � Rw2 − Cw2 − θQw2 − Cw3

P15 � Up4 − Cp

G15 � Sg4 + θ Qm2 + Qw2( ) − Cg4

M16 � Rm2 − Cm2 − θQm2

W16 � Rw2 − Cw2 − θQw2

P16 � Up4

G16 � Sg4 + θ Qm2 + Qw2( ) − Cg4
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technology selection in investment decisions, Liu et al. (2012) found
manufacturers were more inclined to adopt low-carbon technologies
when the carbon tax was raised to a certain level. Zou et al. (2020)
demonstrated that low-carbon investments by retailers could help
reduce the negative impact of carbon tax policy on supply chain
profits. In terms of supply chain coordination, Hong and Guo (2019)
studied the emission reduction effect of three cooperation contracts
(price discount, cost-sharing, and two-part tariff) within the green
supply chain. The results showed that all cooperation contracts
could help the supply chain reduce carbon emissions, but did not
necessarily benefit the profits of all partners. In terms of distribution
channel strategy, Tian et al. (2021) constructed a multichannel
supply chain model under a carbon tax policy scenario to study
the policy complexity. They showed that a progressive carbon tax
policy was better than a flat carbon tax policy in increasing the order
quantity of the multichannel supply chain. Li (2022) proposed
optimal distribution channel strategies in a carbon tax scenario
and found that without carbon taxation, a company’s decisions did
not optimize social welfare (Li, 2022). In terms of inventory
decisions, Konstantaras et al. (2021) designed a closed-loop
supply chain model with integrated manufacturing,
remanufacturing, and repair activities under a carbon tax
scenario. Their results indicate that the carbon tax policy was key
to optimizing inventory costs.

Carbon taxation has revolutionized the focus of enterprise
decision-making. Park et al. (2015) found that enterprises had
begun to reconsider the balance of economic, environmental, and
social benefits. Jabbarzadeh et al. (2019) proposed a dual-objective
optimization model based on the postponement strategy. The model
had the goals of minimizing costs and minimizing greenhouse gas
emissions. They found that the postponement strategy could reduce
supply chain costs while reducing emissions.

Today, the impact of carbon taxation on enterprise decision-
making has resulted in numerous methodologies published in the
literature. However, there is still a gap in the knowledge around
carbon tax policies for achieving better emission reduction in the
pharmaceutical manufacturing industry.

2.2 Research on carbon emission reduction
strategies in the pharmaceutical supply
chain

There are many ways in which pharmaceutical processes,
materials, products, and services add to carbon emissions
(Kumar et al., 2018). These include new drug development and
design, drug transportation, and recall of expired or unused drugs.
Given the increasingly strict carbon emission control and a

FIGURE 3
Phase diagram of PMs’ strategic choices.

FIGURE 2
Phase diagram of local governments’ strategic choice.
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deepening of the concept of sustainable development, this important
industry, which delivers life-saving products and services to society,
is under increasing pressure to reduce emissions.

Academics have proposed emission reduction strategies for
many aspects of drug production, procurement, transportation,
and recycling. Amongst these, the emission reduction strategy of
drug recycling has received more attention. Taking the supply chain
for community pharmacies as the research object, Xie and Breen
(2012) designed a green closed-loop supply network using the cross-
boundary method. They suggested that effective drug waste
recycling required participation from all partners in the
pharmaceutical supply chain. This included manufacturers,
wholesalers, logistics providers, community pharmacies, and
customers. Weraikat et al. (2016a) proposed a bonus-sharing
technique to coordinate a reverse supply chain (RSC), including
pharmaceutical retailers and third-party logistics. They found that
28% of the pharmaceuticals could be recycled with effective
communication and operational coordination between
companies. Subsequently, they considered devising revenue-
sharing approaches to incentivize customers to return leftover
drugs (Weraikat et al., 2016b). Some researchers have proposed
green pharmaceutical logistics and transportation methods. Lloyd
et al. (2015) described the approach of a net-zero energy supply
chain that enabled the green transportation of vaccines. This

approach used solar energy to meet the energy needs of the
vaccine cold chain transport and optimized the transport route of
the vaccines. From the perspective of urban development, Xin and
Qu (2019) used the empirical research method of a quasi-natural
experiment to discuss the promoting effect of smart city policies on
urban green production. Ghosh et al. (2022) designed a sustainable
carbon mechanism by adopting fuzzy technology to solve the multi-
objective transport problem of waste management. Tirkolaee et al.
(2022) developed a newmixed integer linear programming model to
facilitate decision-making around strategies for low-carbon
management of municipal solid waste management, minimizing
the total cost of solid waste treatment, minimizing carbon emissions,
and maximizing citizen satisfaction. Torkayesh et al. (2022)
proposed a multi-criteria assessment model based on a type-2
neutrosophic number (T2NN) to provide low-carbon guidelines
for medical waste management.

There is, however, scarce literature on emission reduction
strategies in pharmaceutical production. Low et al. (2016)
designed a sustainable pharmaceutical supply chain network for
the early stages of drug development. The network used a variety of
metrics to assess its economic and environmental performance,
including cost, lead time, and greenhouse gas emissions. Veleva
et al. (2018) investigated the application of green chemistry, a
benchmark for green pharmaceutical production, in the

FIGURE 5
Phase diagram of public strategic choices.

FIGURE 4
Phase diagram of WWTPs’ strategic choices.
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pharmaceutical supply chain of India. They found generic
pharmaceutical manufacturers were more advanced in adopting
gas chromatography principles compared to manufacturers of active
pharmaceutical ingredients.

2.3 The effect of government low-carbon
subsidies on enterprise carbon reduction

Along with carbon taxation, low-carbon subsidies are another
solution for reducing carbon emissions. The relevant research covers
three aspects: 1) the necessity of low-carbon subsidies; 2) the object
of low-carbon subsidies; and 3) the method for delivering low-
carbon subsidies.

Chen et al. (2017) used a two-stage game model to study the
impact of subsidies on agricultural pollution. The research found
that emission reduction subsidies could alleviate the dilemma of
food supply safety and environmental quality control. Cao et al.
(2019) analyzed the impact of the two types of policies–taxation and
subsidy–on the production decisions of manufacturing enterprises.
By modeling a dual-channel supply chain that included recycled and
new products, they concluded that low-carbon subsidy policies were
superior to carbon tax policies in curbing carbon emissions. He et al.
(2019) studied the impact of government low-carbon subsidies on
the competitive relationship between new and recycled products.
Their paper established a dual-channel closed-loop supply chain
model consisting of manufacturers, retailers, and consumers. They
found that when the low-carbon subsidy level was too low,
manufacturers would directly sell new products, which could
result in a greater environmental impact. Xu et al. (2020)
considered the impact of horizontal supply chain integration on
the implementation of subsidy policies. Their paper pointed out that
the horizontal integration of the supply chain would change the
highest subsidy level. Zhang et al. (2020a) considered the impact of
carbon taxes and subsidies on manufacturers’ choice of green

innovation models. Their study pointed out that, in the early
stage of green innovation, a combined policy was better than a
single policy. In the later stage, however, the emission reduction
effect of innovation subsidies was weaker than that of carbon
taxation. Zhang et al. (2020b) established a second-level low-
carbon supply chain model in a government subsidy scenario,
based on the Stein Kohlberg game method. Through comparative
analysis, they concluded that the subsidy policy would have the same
effect if the wholesale price and retail price were properly adjusted,
regardless of who the subsidy was intended for. Chen and Hu (2020)
found that when the government increased the subsidies of public
supervision, this could indirectly encourage manufacturers to apply
low-carbon technologies. Peng et al. (2022) considered the impact of
government subsidies on green marketing strategies. By
constructing a multi-objective dynamic programming model, they
explored the balance of product prices, customer environmental
voluntarism, and corporate environmental responsibility.

As discussed previously, most research has investigated the
policy of subsidizing consumers. There are few studies focusing
on the policy of subsidizing manufacturers, especially
pharmaceutical manufacturers.

2.4 Application of evolutionary game theory

Evolutionary game theory is an effective tool for analyzing the
interaction between two or more stakeholders. It extends traditional
game theory with bounded rationality. This advantage of bounded
rationality has led to the widespread application of evolutionary
game theory in fields such as business and economics. It can also be
usefully applied to the study of supply chain emission reduction
mechanisms through the construction of an evolutionary game
model.

Tian et al. (2014) studied the promotion effect of subsidies on
the diffusion of green supply chain management (GSCM),

TABLE 3 Asymptotic stability of the equilibrium points in implementing carbon subsidies and carbon tax policy.

Equilibrium point Eigenvalues λ1, λ2, λ3λ4 Positive and negative Stability

(1,1,1,1) r + Imα1 + Iwα2 , Cp − r, 1 − α1( )Im + Cm1 − Cm2 − Cm3 − P − Rm1 + Rm2 + θQm1 − θQm2 ,
1 − α2( )Iw + βCw1 − βCw2 − Cw3 − P − Rw1 + Rw2 + θQw1 − θQw2

(×,+,×,×) Unstable

(1,1,1,0) Imα1 + Iwα2 , r − Cp, 1 − α1( )Im + Cm1 − Cm2 − Rm1 + Rm2 + θQm1 − θQm2 ,
1 − α2( )Iw + βCw1 − βCw2 − Cw3 − P − Rw1 + Rw2 + θQw1 − θQw2

(×,+,×,×) Unstable

(1,1,0,1) r − P + Imα1 , Cp − r 1 − α1( )Im + Cm1 − Cm2 − Cm3 − P − Rm1 + Rm2 + θQm1 − θQm2

− 1 − α2( )Iw + βCw1 − βCw2 − Cw3 − P − Rw1 + Rw2 + θQw1 − θQw2( ) (×,×,×,×) Satisfying ①is ESS

(1,1,0,0) Imα1r − Cp, 1 − α1( )Im + Cm1 − Cm2 − Rm1 + Rm2 + θQm1 − θQm2

− 1 − α2( )Iw + βCw1 − βCw2 − Cw3 − P − Rw1 + Rw2 + θQw1 − θQw2( ) (+,×,×,×) Unstable

(1,0,1,1) Iwα2r − Cp − 1 − α1( )Im + Cm1 − Cm2 − Rm1 + Rm2 + θQm1 − θQm2( )
1 − α2( )Iw + Cw1 − Cw2 − Rw1 + Rw2 + θQw1 − θQw2

(+,×,×,×) Unstable

(1,0,1,0) Iwα2r − Cp,− 1 − α1( )Im + Cm1 − Cm2 − Rm1 + Rm2 + θQm1 − θQm2( )
1 − α2( )Iw + Cw1 − Cw2 − Rw1 + Rw2 + θQw1 − θQw2

(+,×,×,×) Unstable

(1,0,0,1) −2PCp − r,− 1 − α1( )Im + Cm1 − Cm2 − Cm3 − P − Rm1 + Rm2 + θQm1 − θQm2( )
− 1 − α2( )Iw + Cw1 − Cw2 − Cw3 − P − Rw1 + Rw2 + θQw1 − θQw2( )

(−,×,×,×) Unstable

(1,0,0,0) 0r − Cp,− 1 − α1( )Im + Cm1 − Cm2 − Rm1 + Rm2 + θQm1 − θQm2( )
− 1 − α2( )Iw + Cw1 − Cw2 − Rw1 + Rw2 + θQw1 − θQw2( )

(0,×,×,×) Unstable

Note: × in the table indicates sign uncertainty, the same below; condition①: r − P + Imα1 < 0, Cp − r< 0, (1 − α1)Im + Cm1 − Cm2 − Cm3 − P − Rm1 + Rm2 + θQm1 − θQm2 < 0, −((1 − α2)Iw +
βCw1 − βCw2 − Cw3 − P − Rw1 + Rw2 + θQw1 − θQw2)< 0.
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combining a system dynamics model and evolutionary game theory.
Their study found that subsidizing manufacturers wasmore effective
than subsidizing consumers. Ji et al. (2015) used the evolutionary
game model to explore the establishment of a green procurement
partnership between suppliers and manufacturers and updated de
Boer’s supplier selection concept model (Boer et al., 2001). Through
the dynamic analysis of evolution behavior, the conclusion, “the
recycling ability of the supplier determines its green purchasing
degree,” was reached. Liu et al. (2017) analyzed the impact of carbon
taxes and subsidies on the electric vehicle industry in China. The
results showed that carbon tax and subsidy policies under dynamic
conditions were more conducive to the development of the industry.
Chen and Hu (2018) comprehensively considered the impact of
carbon taxes and subsidies and established evolutionary game
models for four scenarios–static carbon tax and subsidies, static
carbon tax and dynamic subsidies, dynamic carbon tax and static
subsidies, and dynamic carbon tax and subsidies. They reached the
same conclusion as Liu et al. (2017), which is that emission
reduction policies under dynamic conditions are more effective
for incentivizing manufacturers. Long et al. (2021) introduced the
variable of green sensitivity and studied the relationship between
green sensitivity and the behavioral choices of government,
enterprises, and consumers. Their study suggested that
government would reduce supervision when the green sensitivity
of the three parties was at a high level. Furthermore, enterprises and
consumers would actively choose green strategies. For more recent
articles on the application of evolutionary game theory to the low-
carbon supply chain, Qu et al. (2021) studied the supply chain
emission reduction mechanism by establishing a multi-party
evolutionary game model. They considered not only the
supervision role of the government but also added the
supervision role of downstream enterprises. The results showed
that government subsidies helped strengthen the preference of
downstream enterprises to purchase low-carbon products.

To summarize, these studies focused on evolutionary game
analysis between the two or three parties. Although some
considered four or more game subjects, a large number are still
based on paired game models. There is still, therefore, scarce
research that applies the quadrilateral evolutionary game model
to analyze the emission reduction mechanism of the supply chain.
Guo et al. (2022) constructed a quadrilateral evolutionary game
model, consisting of government departments, construction and
demolition waste (C&DW) recyclers, C&DW producers, and
consumers. They systematically studied the subsidy mechanism
for improving the recycling of construction waste. Their article
proposed that the promotion effect of production subsidies was
more effective. In addition, He et al. (2021) constructed a
quadrilateral game model of the e-commerce supply chain in
relation to selling green products.

3 Quadrilateral evolutionary game
model

3.1 Behavior description of players

In this article, we design a quadrilateral evolutionary game
model composed of local governments, PMs, WWTPs, and theTA
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public. The reasons for choosing to construct a quadratic
evolutionary game include three aspects. First, the model is a
dynamic game model. It can explain the dynamic process of low-
carbon strategy choice of each stakeholder in the pharmaceutical
supply chain. It can also explain why this state is reached and how it
is achieved. Second, the model is more widely used in low-carbon

governance than other modeling approaches. It can clearly show the
eventual bounded rational decision of each player from an
evolutionary perspective. Finally, compared with the two-party
and three-party evolutionary games, the quadrilateral
evolutionary game model can study the changing trends of each
party’s decision in a more complex game environment, which is

FIGURE 6
The impact of the subsidy coefficients on the evolution of each player’s strategy. (A)when the situation α1=0.3, α2=0.3, α3=0.3, (B)when the situation
α1=0.6, α2=0.6, α3=0.6, (C) when the situation α1=0.9, α2=0.9, α3=0.9.

FIGURE 7
The impact of local government policies to reduce emissions on the evolution of each player’s strategy. (A) when x=0, (B) when x=1.
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closer to the decision-making process of each player under the
complex interest interchange.

Local governments, as emission reduction policymakers, are
considered. For local governments, there are two strategies to

implement carbon subsidies and carbon tax policy (A1) and
implement carbon tax policy (A2). For PMs, there are two
strategies—low-carbon production (B1) and high-carbon production
(B2). For WWTPs, there are two strategies for adopting low-carbon

FIGURE 8
The impact of the carbon tax rate on the evolution of each player’s strategy. (A) when the situation θ=10, (B)when the situation θ=20, (C) when the
situation θ=30.

FIGURE 9
The impact of PMs’ low carbon strategies on the evolution of each player’s strategy. (A) when the situation y=0, (B) when the situation y=1.
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treatment (C1) and adopting high-carbon treatment (C2). For the
public, there are two strategies for report (D1) and non-report (D2).

3.2 Basic assumptions

According to different strategic choices, the quadrilateral
evolutionary game model has been constructed. The following
assumptions are made in the paper. Also, Table 1 provides the
setting and meaning of related parameters.

Assumption 1: Local government chooses to implement
carbon subsidies and carbon tax policy with probability x
and implement the carbon tax policy with 1 − x, PMs choose
low-carbon production with probability y and high-carbon
production with probability 1 − y, WWTPs choose low-
carbon treatment with probability z and high-carbon
treatment with probability 1 − z, the public chooses to report
with probability w and non-report with probability 1 − w; x, y,
z, w ∈ [0, 1]. All of the players are bounded rational participants
(Zhang and Zhu, 2022).

Assumption 2: The environmental governance cost of local
government is influenced by the low-carbon decisions of PMs
and WWTPs. When the decision-making preference of PMs and
WWTPs is more inclined to low carbon, the environmental
governance costs are lower. Under different decision-making
situations, the environmental governance costs are as follows:
Cg1, Cg2, Cg3, Cg4.Also, Cg1 <Cg2 <Cg3 <Cg4. The reputation of
local government is closely related to the living environment of the
public. When the public living environment is satisfied, local
government will gain a higher reputation (Yang and Yang, 2020).
Corresponding to the aforementioned facts, local government’s
reputation value in each case is Sg1, Sg2, Sg3, Sg4. Also,
Sg1 > Sg2 > Sg3 > Sg4.

Assumption 3: When local government chooses to implement
carbon subsidies and carbon tax policy, PMs and WWTPs obtain
low-carbon subsidies by investing in low-carbon technologies. The
subsidy rate for PMs adopting low-carbon production is α1, and
the subsidy rate for the low-carbon treatment of WWTPs is α2. The
public, which actively reports the behavior of PMs and WWTPs
that exceed carbon standards, can also be rewarded by local

FIGURE 10
The impact of the coefficient of free-rider effect on the evolution of each player’s strategy. (A)when the situation β=0.1, (B)when the situation β=0.5,
(C) when the situation β=0.9.
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government. The subsidy amount is r. When local government just
implements a carbon tax policy, PMs, WWTPs, and the public will
not receive any subsidies, even if they actively participate in carbon
reduction. Regardless of which strategy the local government
chooses, PMs and WWTPs should pay the carbon tax. The
carbon tax rate is θ.

Assumption 4: PMs can achieve carbon reduction by investing
in low-carbon production technologies, such as the strict
implementation of ISO14001 standards, application of
continuous synthesis, and biotransformation (Li and Hamblin,
2016). When choosing low-carbon production, they need to pay
the investment cost Im. Therefore, the production cost of PMs will
be changed from Cm2 to Cm1. Also, carbon emissions will also be
reduced from Qm2 to Qm1. In view of the improvement of
consumers’ awareness of environmental protection, green
production is more conducive to attracting consumer demand.
At this time, the market income of PMs is Rm1. However, when
choosing the high-carbon production, the market income is Rm2.
Also, we assume that the public has a low-carbon preference. So,
Rm1 >Rm2.

Assumption 5: For WWTPs, they are responsible for treating
the effluent produced by the PMs’ pharmaceutical processes. The

treated sewage needs to meet the water pollutant discharge
standards of the pharmaceutical industry (Guo et al., 2019).
When choosing the low-carbon treatment, the investment cost
is Iw, and the disposal cost is Cw1. Also, carbon emissions will also
be reduced from Qw2 to Qw1. When choosing high-carbon
treatment, the disposal cost is Cw2. In addition, when PMs
choose low-carbon production, the treatment cost of WWTPs
will be reduced due to the decarbonization of the pharmaceutical
manufacturing process (Liu et al., 2022). It is a free-rider effect.
The coefficient of the free-rider effect is assumed to be β,
indicating the degree of reduction. It is assumed that the
WWTPs’ market revenue is Rw1, when choosing the low-
carbon treatment; the WWTPs’ market revenue is Rw2, when
choosing the high-carbon treatment Rw1 >Rw2.

Assumption 6: In the face of carbon emissions exceeding the
standard, the public can choose to report. At this time, the public
needs to spend intangible costs such as energy and time. Therefore,
the reporting cost is set to Cp. When the public chooses silence, it
costs nothing. However, their environmental utility suffers. Under
different decision-making situations, the environmental utility to
the public is as follows: Up1, Up2, Up3, Up4. Also,
Up1 >Up2 >Up3 >Up4.

FIGURE 11
The impact of the cost of public report on the evolution of each player’s strategy. (A)when the situation Cp=5, (B)when the situation Cp=20, (C) the
situation Cp=35.
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To sum up, the quadrilateral game model relationship
constructed is shown in Figure 1.

3.3 Payoff matrix

Based on the assumptions and the strategies’ combination in
Figure 1, we calculated the return function of the four game parties
under various strategy situations, as shown in Table 2.

4 Model stability analysis

4.1 The stability analysis of local
governments’ strategic choice

The expected benefit of the local government choosing to
implement carbon subsidies and carbon tax policy is as follows:

Ex � yθQm1 + θ 1 − y( )Qm2 + zθQw1 + θ 1 − z( )Qw2 + yz Sg1 − Cg1( )
+ y 1 − z( ) Sg2 − Cg2( ) + z 1 − y( ) Sg3 − Cg3( )
+ 1 − y − z + yz( ) Sg4 − Cg4( ) − yImα1 − zIwα2

− w P y + z − 2( ) + r y + z − yz( )( ) − yImα1 − zIwα2.

(1)
The expected benefit of the local government choosing to

implement the carbon tax policy is

E1−x � yθQm1 + θ 1 − y( )Qm2 + zθQw1 + θ 1 − z( )Qw2 + yz Sg1 − Cg1( )
+ y 1 − z( ) Sg2 − Cg2( ) + z 1 − y( ) Sg3 − Cg3( )
+ 1 − y − z + yz( ) Sg4 − Cg4( ).

(2)

The replicated dynamic equation and the first derivative of the
local government’s strategic choice are

F x( ) � dx/dt � x Ex − �E( ) � x 1 − x( ) Ex − E1−x( )
� x 1 − x( ) Pw y + z − 2( ) + rw yz − y − z( )(
−yImα1 − zIwα2) (3)

F′ x( ) � 1 − 2x( ) Pw y + z − 2( ) + rw yz − y − z( )(
−yImα1 − zIwα2) (4)

According to the stability theorem of differential equations,
when the probability of local government implementing carbon
subsidies and carbon tax policy is to be in a stable state, it must meet
the following conditions: F(x) � 0 and F′(x)< 0.

Proposition 1. When y<y0, z< z0, or w<w0, local
government’s stabilization strategy is “implementing carbon
subsidies and carbon tax policy.” When y>y0, z> z0, or w>w0,
the stabilization strategy of local government is “implementing
carbon tax policy.” When y � y0, z � z0, or w � w0, its
stabilization strategy could not be determined. The thresholds are
as follows, respectively:

y0 � Pw 2 − z( ) − rwz − zIwα2
w P + r − rz( ) + Imα1

, z0 � Pw 2 − y( ) − rwy − yImα1
w P + r − ry( ) + Iwα2

,

w0 � yImα1 + zIwα2
P 2 − y − z( ) − r y + z − yz( )

Proof. First, make G(y, z, w) � −Pw(2 − y − z)−
rw(y + z − yz) − yImα1 − zIwα2. Then, let G(y, z, w) � 0.
Finally, it can be solved that y0 � Pw(2−z)−rwz−zIwα2

w(P+r−rz)+Imα1 ,
z0 � Pw(2−y)−rwy−yImα1

w(P+r−ry)+Iwα2 , and w0 � yImα1+zIwα2
P(2−y−z)−r(y+z−yz). Because

zG(y, z, w)/zy< 0, zG(y, z, w)/zz< 0, and zG(y, z, w)/zw< 0,
G(y, z, w) is a decreasing function of y, z, w. When y<y0,
z< z0 or w<w0, G(y, z, w)> 0, F(x)|x�1 � 0, and F′(x)|x�1 < 0
are both met. So x � 1 is stable. When y>y0, z> z0 or w>w0,
G(y, z, w)> 0, and F(x)|x�0 � 0 are both met. So x � 0 is stable.
When y � y0, z � z0 or w � w0, G(y, z, w) � 0 and F′(x) � 0 can
be calculated. However, we cannot be sure if there is a stable point.

Proposition 1 shows that if y, z, or w increases, local
government’s stabilization strategy will change from
implementing carbon subsidies and carbon tax policy to
implementing carbon tax policy. Therefore, in the carbon
emission reduction of the pharmaceutical industry, when the
willingness of the public to report is low, it can promote local
governments to take the initiative to introduce low-carbon
subsidies. When PMs and WWTPs can actively invest in low-
carbon technologies, local governments will choose to implement
a carbon tax policy to maximize social benefits and save the cost
of local governments’ low-carbon subsidies.

According to Proposition 1, the phase diagram of local
governments’ strategic choices is shown in Figure 2. As shown in
Figure 2, the volume ofVx1 is the probability that local governments
choose to “implement carbon subsidies and carbon tax policy”
strategy. Correspondingly, the volume of Vx2 is the probability
that local governments choose the “implement carbon tax policy”
strategy. Also,

Vx1 � ∫1

0
∫

0

Pw 2−y( )−rwy−yImα1
w P+r−ry( )+Iwα2 w0dzdx

�
y P + r − ry( )Imα1 − P y − 2( ) + ry( )Iwα2( )
log P y − 2( ) + ry[ ] − log r + P y − 1( )[ ]( )

− P + r − ry( )Iwα2
⎛⎜⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎟⎠/ (5)

Vx2 � 1 − Vx1

�
y P + r − ry( )Imα1 − P y − 2( ) + ry( )Iwα2( )
log P y − 2( ) + ry[ ] − log r + P y − 1( )[ ]( )

− P + r − ry( )Iwα2
⎛⎜⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎟⎠

×/ P + r − ry( )2 (6)

Corollary 1.1. When the investment cost of low-carbon
technology in PMs and WWTPs is higher, it is more inclined for
local governments to choose the strategy of “implement carbon
subsidies and carbon tax policy.”

Proof. According to the probability Vx1, the first-order partial
derivatives of Im and Iw can be calculated as follows:

zVx1

zIm
� y log P y − 2( ) + ry[ ] − log r + P y − 1( )[ ]( )α1

P + r − ry
< 0

zVx1

zIw
� − P + r 1 − y( ) + P 2 − y( ) − ry( ) log r + P y − 1( )[ ] − log P y − 2( ) + ry[ ]( )( )α2

P + r − ry( )2 < 0

Corollary 1.1 shows that the probability of local governments
implementing carbon subsidies and carbon tax policy is a
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decreasing function of Im and Iw . With the increase of Im and Iw ,
local government will conduct “implementing carbon tax policy.”
Because when the investment cost of low-carbon technology is
too high, the willingness of PMs and WWTPs to invest will be
significantly reduced. At this time, local government can only
incentivize PMs and WWTPs by decreasing the carbon tax.

Corollary 1.2. When local governments pay more low-carbon
subsidies, it is advantageous to implement a carbon tax policy.

Proof. According to the probability Vx1, the first-order partial
derivatives of α1 α2 and r can be calculated as follows:

zVx1

zα1
� −y log r + P y − 1( )[ ] − log P y − 2( ) + ry[ ]( )Im

P + r − ry
< 0,

zVx1

zα2
� − P + r 1 − y( ) + P 2 − y( ) − ry( ) log r + P y − 1( )[ ] − log P y − 2( ) + ry[ ]( )( )Iw

P + r − ry( )2 < 0,

zVx1

zr
� y P + r − ry( )Imα1 − P y − 2( ) + ry( )Iwα2( ) log P y − 2( ) + ry[ ] − log r + P y − 1( )[ ]( ) − P + r − ry( )Iwα2

P + r − ry( )2 < 0

Corollary 1.2 shows that the probability of local governments
implementing carbon subsidies and carbon tax policy is a decreasing
function of α1 α2 and r. With the decrease in α1 α2, and r, local
governments will conduct “implement carbon subsidies and carbon
tax policy.” This is because excessive low-carbon subsidies will lead
to tight government finances.

4.2 The stability analysis of PMs’ strategic
choice

The expected profit of PMs choosing low-carbon production is

Ey � Rm1 − Cm1 − Im 1 − xα1( ) − θQm1 (7)

The expected profit of PMs choosing high-carbon production is

E1−y � Rm2 − Cm2 − wCm3 − Pwx − θQm2 (8)

The replicated dynamic equation and the first derivative of PMs’
strategic choice are

F y( ) � dy/dt � y Ey − �E( ) � y 1 − y( ) Ey − E1−y( )
� y 1 − y( ) Pwx + Rm1 + Cm2 + wCm3 − Rm2(
−Cm1 − Im 1 − xα1( ) − θQm1 + θQm2) (9)

F′ y( ) � −2y( ) Pwx + Rm1 + Cm2 + wCm3 − Rm2 − Cm1(
−Im 1 − xα1( ) − θQm1 + θQm2) (10)

According to the stability theorem of differential equations,
when the probability of PMs choosing low-carbon production is
to be in a stable state, it must meet the following conditions: F(y) �
0 and F′(y)< 0.

Proposition 2. When x> x1, PMs’ stabilization strategy is “low-
carbon production.” Also, when x< x2, the stabilization strategy of
PMs is “high-carbon production.” When x � x3, its stabilization
strategy could not be determined. The threshold is as follows:

x1 � Im + Cm1 − Cm2 − wCm3 − Rm1 + Rm2 + θQm1 − θQm2

Pw + Imα1

Proof. First, make P(x) � Pwx + Rm1 + Cm2 + wCm3 − Rm2 −
Cm1 − Im (1 − xα1) − θQm1 + θQm2.Then, let P(x) � 0.Finally, it
can be solved that x1 � Im0+Cm1−Cm2−wCm3−Rm1+Rm2+θQm1−θQm2

Pw+Imα1 . Because
zP(x)/zx> 0, the P(x) is an increasing function of x. When x> x1,
P(x)> 0, F′(y)|y�1 and F(y)|y�1 � 0 are both met. So y � 1 is

stable. When x< x1, P(x)> 0, F′(y)|y�0 < 0 and F(y)|y�0 � 0 are
both met. So y � 0 is stable. When x � x1, P(x) � 0 and F′(y) � 0
are both met. However, we cannot be sure if there is a stable point.

Proposition 2 shows that if x increases, PMs’ stabilization
strategy will change from “high-carbon production” to “low-
carbon production.” Therefore, local governments should
increase the subsidy rate for low-carbon pharmaceutical
technologies to promote the green transformation of PMs. There
is no doubt that subsidies can help PMs share the investment
pressure. Also, the willingness to produce low carbon will increase.

According to Proposition 2, the phase diagram of PMs strategic
choices is shown in Figure 3. As shown in Figure 3, the volume of
Vy1 is the probability that PMs choose for “low-carbon production”
strategy. Correspondingly, the volume of Vy2 is the probability that
PMs choose for “high-carbon production” strategy. Also,

Vy1 � ∫1

0
∫1

0
x1dzdy

� Im + Cm1 − Cm2 − wCm3 − Rm1 + Rm2 + θQm1 − θQm2

Pw + Imα1
(11)

Vy2 � 1 − Vy1

� 1 − Im + Cm1 − Cm2 − wCm3 − Rm1 + Rm2 + θQm1 − θQm2

Pw + Imα1
(12)

Corollary 2.1. When the low-carbon tax rate is increased by the
local government, the probability of PMs choosing “low-carbon
production” will increase.

Proof. According to the probability Vy1 , the first-order partial
derivatives of θ can be calculated as

zVy1

zθ
� Qm1 − Qm2

Pw + Imα1
< 0

Corollary 2.1 shows that the probability of PMs choosing “low-
carbon production” is a decreasing function of θ. With the increase in θ,
PMs will accelerate the application of low-carbon pharmaceutical
technology. Otherwise, PMs will face huge carbon tax costs.

Corollary 2.2. When the cost reduction effect of low-carbon
pharmaceutical technology is significant, the probability of PMs
choosing “low-carbon production” will increase.

Proof. According to the probability Vy1, the first-order partial
derivatives of Cm1 − Cm2 can be calculated as

zVy1

zθ
� 1
Pw + Imα1

> 0

Corollary 2.2 shows that the probability of PMs choosing “low-
carbon production” is an increasing function ofCm1 − Cm2. With the
increase ofCm1 − Cm2, PMs will choose “low-carbon production.” In
this case, PMs will achieve cost reductions in production on the basis
of low-carbon development. It is a win–win for PMs.

4.3 The stability analysis of WWTPs’ strategic
choice

The expected profit of PMs choosing low-carbon treatment is

Ez � Rw1 − 1 − y + yβ( )Cw1 − 1 − xα2( )Iw − θQw1 (13)
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The expected profit of PMs choosing high-carbon treatment is

E1−z � Rw2 − 1 − y + yβ( )Cw2 − wCw3 − Pwx − θQw2 (14)
The replicated dynamic equation and the first derivative of

WWTPs’ strategic choice are

F z( ) � dz/dt � z Ez − �E( ) � z 1 − z( ) Ez − E1−z( )
� z 1 − z( ) Pwx + Rw1 − Rw2 + 1 − y + yβ( ) Cw2 − Cw1( )(
+wCw3 − 1 − xα2( )Iw − θ Qw1 − Qw2( )) (15)

F′ z( ) � 1 − 2z( ) Pwx + Rw1 − Rw2 + 1 − y + yβ( ) Cw2 − Cw1( )(
+wCw3 − 1 − xα2( )Iw − θ Qw1 − Qw2( )) (16)

According to the stability theorem of differential equations,
when the probability of WWTPs choosing low-carbon
production is to be in a stable state, it must meet the following
conditions: F(z) � 0 and F′(z)< 0.

Proposition 3. When x> x3 or y>y3, WWTPs’ stabilization
strategy is “low-carbon treatment.” Also, when x<x3 or y<y3, the
stabilization strategy of WWTPs is “high-carbon treatment.” When
x � x3 or y � y3, its stabilization strategy could not be determined.
The threshold is as follows:

x3 � Iw + 1 − y + yβ( ) Cw1 − Cw2( ) − wCw3 − Rw1 + Rw2 + θQw1 − θQw2

Pw + Iwα2

y3 � Pwx − Cw1 + Cw2 + wCw3 + Rw1 − Rw2 − Iw 1 − xα2( ) − θQw1 + θQw2

1 − β( ) Cw2 − Cw1( )

Proof. First, make W(x, y) � Pwx + Rw1 − Rw2 + (1 − y + yβ)
× (Cw2 − Cw1) + wCw3 − (1 − xα2)Iw − θ(Qw1 − Qw2). Then, let
W(x, y) � 0. Finally, it can be solved that
x3 � Iw+(1−y+yβ)(Cw1−Cw2)−wCw3−Rw1+Rw2+θQw1−θQw2

Pw+Iwα2 , y3 �
Pwx−Cw1+Cw2+wCw3+Rw1−Rw2+Iw(−1+xα2)−θQw1+θQw2

(1−β)(Cw2−Cw1) . Because zW(x, y)/
zx> 0 or zW(x, y)/zy> 0, W(x, y) is an increasing function of
x and y. When x>x3 or y>y3, W(x, y)> 0, F′(z)|z�1 < 0 and
F(z)|z�1 � 0 are both met. So z � 1 is stable. When x<x3 or y<y3,
W(x, y)> 0, F′(z)|z�0 < 0 and F′(z)|z�0 � 0 are both met. So z � 0
is stable. When x � x3 or y � y3, W(x, y)> 0, F′(z) � 0 are both
met. However, we cannot be sure if there is a stable point.

Proposition 3 shows that if x increases or y decreases,
WWTPs’ stabilization strategy will change from “high-carbon
treatment” to “low-carbon treatment.” Therefore, the local
government increases the subsidy rate of low-carbon sewage
treatment technology, which is conducive to promoting the
green transformation of WWTPs. Also, the willingness of PMs
to invest in low-carbon technologies can influence the low-
carbon decisions of WWTPs. This influence is negatively
correlated.

According to Proposition 3, the phase diagram of the WWTPs
choices is shown in Figure 4. As shown in Figure 4, the volume of
Vz1 is the probability that WWTPs choose the “low-carbon
treatment” strategy. Correspondingly, the volume of Vz2 is the
probability that WWTPs choose the “high-carbon treatment”
strategy. Also,

Vz1 � ∫1

0
∫1

0
x3dydz

� 2Iw + 1 + β( ) Cw1 − Cw2( ) − 2 wCw3 + Rw1 − Rw2 − θQw1 + θQw2( )
2 Pw + Iwα2( )

(17)

Vz2 � 1 − V21

� 1 − 2Iw + 1 + β( ) Cw1 − Cw2( ) − 2 wCw3 + Rw1 − Rw2 − θQw1 + θQw2( )
2 Pw + Iwα2( )

(18)

Corollary 3.1. When PMs’ low-carbon production provides
good free-rider benefits to WWTPs, WWTPs are more likely to
choose low-carbon treatment.

Proof. According to the probability Vz1, the first-order partial
derivatives of β can be calculated as

zVz1

zβ
� Cw1 − Cw2

2 Pw + Iwα2( )> 0

Corollary 3.1 shows that the probability of WWTPs choosing
“low-carbon treatment” is an increasing function of β. With the
increase of β, WWTPs will increase the willingness of low-carbon
treatment. Therefore, when the pharmaceutical industry forms a
low-carbon production process in the whole process, it can better
guide carbon emission reduction at the wastewater treatment end.

Corollary 3.2. When the cost reduction effect of low-carbon
treatment technology is significant, the probability of WWTPs to
choose “low-carbon production” will increase.

Proof. According to the probability Vz1, the first-order partial
derivatives of Cw1 − Cw2 can be calculated as

zVz1

z Cw1 − Cw2( ) �
1 + β

2 Pw + Iwα2( )> 0

Corollary 3.2 shows that the probability of WWTPs choosing
“low-carbon treatment” is an increasing function of Cw1 − Cw2.
With the increase of Cw1 − Cw2, WWTPs will choose “low-carbon
treatment.” In this case, WWTPs can reduce the cost of
wastewater treatment in the process of low-carbon
transformation.

4.4 The stability analysis of the public’s
strategic choice

The expected benefit of the public choosing report is

Ew � rx − CP + yzUp1 + y 1 − z( )Up2 + z 1 − y( )Up3

+ 1 − y( ) 1 − z( )Up4 (19)

The expected benefit of the public choosing non-report is

E1−w � yzUp1 + y 1 − z( )Up2 + 1 − y( )zUp3 + 1 − y( ) 1 − z( )Up4

(20)
The replicated dynamic equation and the first derivative of the

public strategic choice are

F w( ) � dw/dt � w Ew − �E( ) � w 1 − w( ) Ew − E1−w( )
� w 1 − w( ) rx − CP( ) (21)

F′ w( ) � 1 − 2w( ) rx − CP( ) (22)
According to the stability theorem of differential equations,

when the probability of the public choosing low-carbon
production is to be in a stable state, it must meet the following
conditions: F(w) � 0 and F′(w)< 0.
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Proposition 4. When x>x4, the stabilization strategy of the
public is “report.” Also, when x<x4, the stabilization strategy of the
public is “non-report.”When x � x4, its stabilization strategy could
not be determined. The threshold is as follows:

x4 � r

Cp

Proof. First, make K(x) � rx − CP.Then, let K(x) � 0.Finally,
it can be solved that x4 � r

Cp
. Because zK(x)/zx> 0, the K(x) is

an increasing function of x. When > x4, K(x)> 0, F′(w)|w�1 < 0
and F(w)|w�1 � 0 are both met. So w � 1 is stable. When x< x4,
K(x)> 0, F′(w)|w�0 < 0 and F(w)|w�0 � 0 are both met. So, w � 0
is stable. When x � x4, K(x) � 0 and F′(w) � 0 are both met.
However, we cannot be sure if there is a stable point.

Proposition 4 shows that if x increases, the stabilization
strategy of the public will change from “non-report” to
“report.” Therefore, local government should implement carbon
subsidies and carbon tax policy in order to increase public
participation in carbon reduction. The result is reducing the
cost of reporting when the public reports excessive carbon
emissions from PMs and WWTPs.

According to Proposition 4, the phase diagram of public
strategic choices is shown in Figure 5.

As shown in Figure 5, the volume of Vw1 is the probability that
the public chooses the “report” strategy. Correspondingly, the
volume of Vw2 is the probability that the public chooses the
“non-report” strategy. Also,

Vw1 � ∫1

0
∫1

0

r

Cp
dzdw � r

Cp
(23)

Vw2 � 1 − Vw1 � 1 − r

Cp
(24)

Corollary 4.1. When the subsidy amount for public reporting is
increased by local governments, the probability of the public
choosing “report” will increase.

Proof. According to the probability Vw1, the first-order partial
derivatives of r can be calculated as

zVw1

zr
� 1
CP

> 0

Corollary 4.1 shows that the probability of the public choosing
“report” is an increasing function of r. With the increase of r, the
willingness of the public to report will have a higher rise. There are
two reasons for the result. On the one hand, public reporting costs
can be effectively compensated and shared, including time, energy,
and expenses. On the other hand, the public will reap higher
environmental benefits.

Corollary 4.2. When the cost of public reporting decreases, the
probability of the public choosing “report” strategy will increase.

Proof. According to the probability Vw1, the first-order partial
derivatives of Cp can be calculated as

zVw1

zCp
� − r

Cp
2 < 0

Corollary 4.2 shows that the probability of the public
choosing “report” is a decreasing function of Cp. With the
increase of Cp, the public will choose “report.” It can be seen

that local governments should invest additionally in publicity
and administrative costs to reduce the high cost and complexity
of public reporting.

4.5 Stability analysis of the combination
strategy

In the replication dynamic system, the stability of the
quadrilateral game player strategy combination can be judged
according to Lyapunov’s first rule. If the eigenvalues of the
Jacobian matrix are all negative, the equilibrium point is an
evolutionary stable strategy (ESS). If the eigenvalues of the
Jacobian matrix contain one or more positive numbers, the
equilibrium point is not a stable strategy. In addition, when the
eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix contain one or more zeros, and
the rest is negative, the equilibrium point is in a critical state. Also,
the stability cannot be judged. Since the stable strategy of a multi-
group evolutionary game is a strict Nash equilibrium, the
evolutionarily stable strategy must be a pure strategy. Based on
the aforementioned theories, this paper analyzes the stability of
16 pure strategies’ equilibrium points.

J �
zF x( )/zx zF x( )/zy zF x( )/zz zF x( )/zw
zF y( )/zx zF y( )/zy zF y( )/zz zF y( )/zw
zF z( )/zx zF z( )/zy zF z( )/zz zF z( )/zw
zF w( )/zx zF w( )/zy zF w( )/zz zF w( )/zw

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (25)

4.5.1 Stability of the combination strategy with
implementing carbon subsidies and carbon tax
policy

When the stability strategy of local government is
“implementing carbon subsidies and carbon tax policy,” that is
when condition is satisfied, the asymptotic stability analysis of
the equilibrium point of the replicated dynamic system is shown
in Table 3.

As shown in Table 3, if the local government implements the
carbon subsidies and carbon tax policy, when condition ① is
satisfied, the equilibrium point (1,1,0,1) of the replicated dynamic
system is ESS. When local governments implement carbon subsidies
and carbon tax policies, and the public chooses to report, PMs have
to choose low-carbon production. As far as WWTPs are concerned,
no matter how the other parties choose, high-carbon treatment is its
only choice.

For the equilibrium point (1,1,0,1), we can see that the carbon
subsidies and the report of the public are useful to urge PMs. It is
difficult for local governments to stimulateWWTPs. However, it can
effectively mobilize the willingness of the public to report. Therefore,
in the initial stage of carbon emission reduction in the
pharmaceutical industry, it will be the most ideal strategy for the
local government to increase the incentives for the public and PMs.

4.5.2 Stability of the combination strategy with
implementing carbon tax policy

When the stability strategy of local governments is
“implementing carbon tax policy,” that is when the condition is
satisfied, the asymptotic stability analysis of the equilibrium point of
the replicated dynamic system is shown in Table 4.
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As shown in Table 4, if local governments implement subsidies,
when condition ② is satisfied, the equilibrium point (0,1,1,0) of the
replicated dynamic system is ESS.When condition③ is satisfied, the
equilibrium point (0,1,0,0) of the replicated dynamic system is ESS.
When condition④ is satisfied, the equilibrium point (0,0,1,0) of the
replicated dynamic system is ESS.

The low-carbon production by PMs, the low-carbon treatment,
and non-report by the public are the most ideal situation for the
local government. Therefore, local governments should formulate
a reasonable carbon tax system. On the one hand, PMs and
WWTPs can take the initiative to carry out low-carbon
transformation. On another hand, the public will reduce
whistle-blowing behavior to enhance the credibility of local
governments.

5 Numerical simulation analysis

In our paper, MATLAB 2020b is used for numerical simulations
to plot the strategy evolution trajectories of each player in the game.
In this way, it is possible to visually demonstrate the influence of the
behavioral choices and key elements of the game agents on the
evolution process and outcomes of multi-party games in replicator
dynamic systems. This paper makes reasonable assumptions, based
on the actual situation in the pharmaceutical industry and studies by
other scholars (Weisbach and Metcalf, 2009; Zhu et al., 2018).
Meanwhile, the parameters of the model are assigned in the
existing literature (Qu et al., 2021). The values of the parameters
are as follows: Im � 1000, Cm1 � 400, Cm2 � 500, Rm1 � 4000,
Rm2 � 3500, Qm1 � 10, Qm2 � 20, Iw � 1000, Cw1 � 40, Cw2 � 50,
Rw1 � 300, Rw2 � 250, Qw1 � 2, and Qw2 � 4.

5.1 The impact of the subsidy coefficients

Set α1 � 0.3, 0.6, 0.9{ }, α2 � 0.3, 0.6, 0.9{ }, r � 3, 6, 9{ }, and
Figure 6 shows the evolution process and results of players’
strategy of the quartet game. It is clear that when subsidy
coefficients are at a low level (α1 � 0.3; α2 � 0.3; r � 3)
(Figure 6A), local governments choose to implement carbon
subsidies. PMs choose the high-carbon production, WWTPs
choose the high-carbon treatment, and the public chooses to
report. As the subsidy coefficients reach {α1 � 0.6, α2 � 0.6,
r � 6} (Figure 6B), PMs begin to invest in low-carbon
technologies to choose low-carbon production. Other players
continue to maintain the original strategies. When the subsidy
coefficients reach the highest level {α1 � 0.9, α2 � 0.9, r � 9}
(Figure 6C), local governments only choose to implement the
carbon tax policy. PMs choose the low-carbon production,
WWTPs choose a low-carbon treatment, and the public chooses
the non-report. Because of excessive subsidies, the cost of low-
carbon investments for PMs andWWTPs has decreased. As a result,
their willingness to participate in carbon reduction strategies will
increase. The public need not continue to report excessive carbon
emissions from PMs and WWTPs, because the public can live in a
low-carbon environment in the scenario.

In addition, x � 0 and x � 1 are set to represent local
governments;’ implementation of carbon tax and “carbon tax and

carbon subsidy,” respectively, in order to verify the impact of local
governments’ emission reduction policy. The evolution result of the
players’ behaviors in the quadrilateral game is shown in Figure 7.

As shown in Figure 7A, when the probability of local
governments implementing carbon subsidies and carbon tax
policy is 0, there is an evolutionary stable equilibrium point
(0,1,1,0) in the replication dynamic system. In this case, PMs
choose low-carbon production, WWTPs choose a low-carbon
treatment, and the public chooses non-report. This is an ideal
steady state. PMs and WWTPs automatically invest in low-carbon
technologies to make the green transition. However, in reality, it is
unlikely to happen. Because the PMs and WWTPs are profit
seekers. Figure 7B shows that when the probability of local
governments implementing carbon subsidies and carbon tax
policy is 1, there is an evolutionary stable equilibrium point
(1,1,0,1) in the replication dynamic system. In this case, PMs
choose low-carbon production, WWTPs choose high-carbon
treatment, and the public chooses to report. It is consistent
with the previous analysis results on the stability of strategy
combination under different government carbon emission
reduction policies.

5.2 The impact of the carbon tax rate

Set θ � 10, 20, 30{ }, and Figure 8 shows the evolution process and
results of players’ strategy of the quartet game.When the carbon tax rate
is low (θ � 10) (Figure 8A), PMs choose high-carbon production.
WWTPs choose high-carbon treatment, the public chooses to
report, and local governments choose to implement the carbon
subsidy and carbon tax policy. As local governments increase the
carbon tax rate to 20 (Figure 8B), there is no change in the strategy
choice of all players. When the carbon tax rate is high (θ � 30)
(Figure 8C), PMs and WWTPs will choose low-carbon strategies.
The public will not choose to report, and local governments choose
to implement a carbon tax policy. The evolution of the strategies just
confirms that the carbon tax rate can affect the strategic choice of the
players. In particular, when local governments implement the carbon
tax policy alone, the high-carbon tax rate has a more obvious emission
reduction effect than the low-carbon tax rate. At the same time, public
reduction in whistle-blowing has enhanced local government’s social
reputation.

In addition, y � 0 and y � 1 are set to represent the PMs’ high-
carbon production and low-carbon production, respectively, in
order to verify the impact of the PMs’ low-carbon strategies. The
evolution result of the players’ behaviors in the quadrilateral game is
shown in Figure 9.

As shown in Figure 9A, when the probability of PMs choosing
low-carbon production is 0, there is an evolutionary stable
equilibrium point (0,0,1,0) in the replication dynamic system. In
this case, WWTPs choose the low-carbon treatment, the public
chooses non-report, and local governments choose to implement the
carbon tax policy. This is not an ideal steady state unless WWTPs
have a high degree of social responsibility and strong corporate
strength. Figure 9B shows that when the probability of PMs
choosing low-carbon production is 1, there is an evolutionary
stable equilibrium point (0,1,0,0) in the replication dynamic
system. In this case, WWTPs choose the high-carbon treatment,
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the public chooses non-report, and local governments choose to
implement the carbon tax policy.

5.3 The impact of the coefficient of the free-
rider effect

Set β � 0.1, 0.5, 0.9{ }, and Figure 10 shows the evolution process
and results of players’ strategy of the quartet game. When the
coefficient of the free-rider effect is low (β � 0.1) (Figure 10A),
WWTPs choose low-carbon treatment. The public chooses non-
report, local governments choose to implement the carbon tax
policy, and PMs choose high-carbon production. As the
coefficient of the free-rider effect reaches 0.5 (Figure 10B),
WWTPs begin to choose high-carbon treatment. Other players
continue to maintain the original strategies. When the coefficient
of the free-rider effect is high (β � 0.9) (Figure 10C), PMs and
WWTPs will choose high-carbon strategies. The public will choose
to report, and local governments choose to implement carbon
subsidies and a carbon tax policy. The high coefficient of the
free-rider effect causes a conflict of interest between PMs and
WWTPs. PMs cannot bear the cost of reducing carbon emissions
alone. Therefore, local governments should establish a multi-party
mechanism to share the cost of emission reduction.

5.4 The impact of the cost of the public
report

Set Cp � 5, 20, 35{ }, and Figure 11 shows the evolution process
and results of players’ strategy of the quartet game. When the cost of
the public report is at a low level (Cp � 5) (Figure 11A), the public
chooses to report. Local governments choose to implement the
carbon tax policy, PMs choose high-carbon production, and
WWTPs choose high-carbon treatment. As the cost of the public
report increases to 20 (Figure 11B), the reporting process requires
more costs, such as time costs and research costs. Therefore, the
willingness of the public to report has been reduced. Other players
continue to maintain the original strategies. When the cost of the
public report is at a high level (Cp � 35) (Figure 11C), the public
chooses to non-report. Local governments choose to implement
carbon subsidies and a carbon tax policy. PMs and WWTPs still
choose a high-carbon treatment. It can be found that local
government has the opposite strategy choices when facing high-
and low-reporting costs. This is because when the cost of the public
report is too high, local governments need to introduce a subsidy
policy to encourage public participation. On the contrary, local
governments only need to implement the carbon tax policy.

6 Conclusion

Our study took carbon tax as the basic policy and designed a
low-carbon subsidy mechanism for the pharmaceutical supply chain
based on the quadrilateral evolutionary game. We considered in
depth the carbon reduction mechanism of the pharmaceutical
supply chain in relation to local governments, pharmaceutical
manufacturers (PMs), wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs),

and the public. Our contributions to the field are twofold. First,
we applied the quadrilateral evolutionary game theory to the study
of carbon emission reduction mechanisms in the pharmaceutical
supply chain, which adds to the theoretical methods in the field of
pharmaceutical supply and enriches the research around emission
reduction mechanisms. Second, there is significant scope for carbon
reduction in the pharmaceutical industry. Our paper attempted to
consider the impact of two types of emission reduction policy on the
emission reduction strategies of local governments, PMs, WWTPs,
and the public at the micro level. Based on the quadrilateral
evolutionary game model and numerical simulation, we were able
to draw some conclusions and outline some management
implications and future research.

6.1 Research findings

We constructed a quadrilateral evolutionary game model and
carried out an analysis. We proved that the model had four
evolutionarily stable strategies (ESSs). The optimal stability points
were (1,1,0,1), (0,1,1,0), (0,1,0,0), and (0,0,1,0). The conditions of the
four stability points were, respectively,①, ②, ③, and ④. We
conducted a numerical simulation to analyze which local
government emission reduction policies were more effective in
the pharmaceutical supply chain. The results showed that when
local governments chose to implement carbon subsidies and a
carbon tax policy, PMs and the public were both willing to
participate in carbon reduction. The willingness to participate of
WWTPs, however, depended more on the carbon tax rate and free-
rider effects. When local governments chose to implement a carbon
tax policy, PMs and WWTPs were both willing to participate in
carbon reduction, but the public was unwilling to participate in
carbon reduction.

Based on the simulation, our research also included an analysis
of the influence of four key parameters on the evolution of four
players. The following are some key research findings:

1) The subsidy coefficient had a positive effect on the investment of
PMs andWWTPs in low-carbon technologies. When the subsidy
coefficient rose from a low level (α1 � 0.3; α2 � 0.3; r � 3) to a
high level (α1 � 0.9; α2 � 0.9; r � 9), PMs chose low-carbon
production. Subsequently, WWTPs also carried out the low-
carbon treatment, but the subsidy coefficient had an inverted U-
shaped relationship for the local government and the public.
When the subsidy coefficient rose from a low level (α1 � 0.3;
α2 � 0.3; r � 3) to a middle level (α1 � 0.6; α2 � 0.6; r � 6), the
willingness of local government and the public increased within a
certain threshold. When the subsidy coefficient rose from a
middle level (α1 � 0.6; α2 � 0.6; r � 6) to a high level
(α1 � 0.9; α2 � 0.9; r � 9), local governments and the public
turned from participating to not participating.

2) The carbon tax rate had a catalytic effect on the willingness of
PMs and WWTPs to invest in low-carbon technologies. When
the carbon tax rate was at a low level (θ � 10), they chose a high-
carbon strategy and did not invest in low-carbon technologies.
When the carbon tax rate increased to a high level (θ � 30), they
chose a low-carbon strategy. They achieved a low-carbon
transformation by upgrading the production process. The
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carbon tax rate had a restraining effect on the local government
and the public. When the carbon tax rate was too high (θ � 30),
the local government had no incentive to implement the
combined carbon emission reduction policy (carbon subsidies
and carbon tax policy). The public also paid less attention to the
actions of PMs and WWTPs who exceeded carbon emissions.

3) The free-rider effect had a restraining effect on the investment of
manufacturers and WWTPs in low-carbon technologies. When
the free-rider effect reached a medium level (β � 0.5), WWTPs
changed from a low-carbon treatment strategy to a high-carbon
treatment strategy. When the free-rider effect reached a high
level (β � 0.9), all players chose the high-carbon strategy. The
free-rider effect had a promoting effect on local government and
public participation in carbon emission reduction. This was
more obvious when the free-rider effect increased from the
medium level (β � 0.5) to the high level (β � 0.9).

4) The cost of public reporting had a promoting effect on the
implementation of combined carbon emission reduction
policies by local government. When the cost of reporting to
the public was low (Cp � 5), the willingness to report was at its
strongest. In this case, the local government preferred not to
subsidize the public. When the cost of public reporting
gradually rose to the medium level (Cp � 20), the willingness
to report decreased. However, this did not affect local
government’s policy choices. The carbon tax policy was still
local government’s best option. However, when the cost of
public reporting was at the highest level (Cp � 35), the
willingness to report decreased to its lowest. In this case,
local government changed its strategy and chose a
combination of policies (carbon subsidies and carbon tax
policy).

6.2 Management implications

The aforementioned research findings suggest the following
implications for management.

For local governments, the implementation of appropriate
carbon emission reduction policies is the key to sustainable
development. When the corporate social responsibility (CSR) of
PMs and WWTPs is strong, local governments can implement a
carbon tax policy with a lower tax rate. On the one hand, this can
reduce the cost of emission reduction for PMs and WWTPs; on the
other, they can regulate their efforts to reduce emissions. Local
governments can, therefore, create a green and low-carbon living
environment for the public by changing the tax rate. When
corporate social responsibility is generally weak, local
governments need to introduce combined carbon emission
reduction policies and adopt both carrot and stick incentives.
Subsidies should be used to attract PMs and WWTPs to
undertake low-carbon transformation. Carbon taxation can be
used to penalize PMs and WWTPs that produce excessive carbon
emissions. Local governments should also simplify reporting
procedures and reporting channels to reduce the cost of public
reporting.

For pharmaceutical manufacturers, the key issue is to lower the
cost of carbon reduction. The move toward green pharmaceuticals
is a new development trend, and PMs should put effort into

research and development of green pharmaceutical technology
through vertical and horizontal cooperation. Vertical cooperation
refers to information- and cost-sharing between PMs and their
partners in the supply chain, including upstream raw material
suppliers, WWTPs, retailers, and logistics service providers. At the
same time, PMs should strengthen horizontal cooperation with
research institutes, universities, and medical institutions. The cost
of R&D and the application of low-carbon technologies could be
reduced through industry–university–research–medical
integration. The sharing of pharmaceutical talent and
technology could achieve a breakthrough in the key
technologies of carbon emission reduction in the
pharmaceutical industry.

For wastewater treatment plants, low-carbon treatment of
pharmaceutical wastewater is the direction of future
development. To strike a balance between the costs and benefits
of reducing emissions, WWTPs should work closely with PMs.
WWTPs can achieve a win–win situation for both by covering part
of the emission reduction costs of PMs. When PMs and WWTPs
simultaneously undertake low-carbon transformation, the positive
impact of the free-rider effect can be exerted. Otherwise, the free-
rider effect inhibited the willingness of PMs to reduce carbon
emissions. WWTPs will face pressure from higher carbon
taxation.

For the public, the ideal outcome is to live in a green and low-
carbon environment. Undoubtedly, it requires a synergistic link
between local governments, PMs, and WWTPs. The public can
participate in the carbon reduction mechanism through reporting,
urging local governments to supervise the carbon emissions of PMs
andWWTPs. PMs andWWTPswill also consider carbon reduction for
the sake of their corporate social reputation. However, the cost and
reward of reporting are the key factors affecting whether the public
reports. Transparency in reporting methods can reduce the cost of
reporting to the public. A moderate reward for reporting can stimulate
public willingness to participate in carbon emission reduction.

6.3 Future research

Although this paper puts forward some management implications,
it still has certain limitations, which need further research.

First, this paper studies the design of two carbon emission reduction
policy mechanisms in the pharmaceutical supply chain–carbon subsidy
and carbon tax. Carbon reduction mechanisms also include carbon
trading, carbon quotas, and carbon allowances. In the future, the
stochastic evolutionary game could be considered to explore the
effect of other carbon emission reduction mechanisms on the
pharmaceutical supply chain.

We did not explore the impact of public reporting on the
reputational damage of the enterprises being reported, but the
rise of social media has meant that enterprises now pay more
attention to their social reputation. Therefore, future research
could focus on the influence mechanisms of corporate social
reputation on carbon emission reduction.

Finally, there is scope for research into how to coordinate the
various supply chain players, in the context of the free-rider effect
between PMs and WWTPs. There is an imperative for setting up a
reasonable cooperative emission reduction contract model.
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